What is the use of
binary codes to
represent characters
in common groups
and sequences?

What the benefits and
risks of computer
networks?

Computer
systems

Year11

Networks

What is the differences between interpreters,
compilers and assemblers?
A03: Analyse problems in computational term:
•
To make reasoned judgements
•
To design, program, evaluate and refine solutions.

What social
engineering is and how
it can be protected
A02: Apply knowledge and understanding of against?
key concepts and principles of computer
Relational
science
What are the advantages of using a
databases
structured approach to programming? AO1:Demonstrate knowledge and understanding
& SQL
of the key concepts and principles of computer
.
What is
science.
an algorithm?

Data
representation

AQA
Computer
Science

Programming
Algorithms
Build on prior
knowledge of
spreadsheet by
use advance
features

Developing
Spreadsheet

How to
create the
database
structure

YEAR

Use ‘What if’ scenarios
to achieve a goal

10
HTML project
using
Dreamweaver
with CSS &
Networks

What are the examples
of LANs and WANs?

Type basic HTML tags using
a text editor to create a
page that can be viewed in
a browser
Understand that
the WWW is a
huge collection of
websites all over
the world

Understand the process
of developing programs
using a text-based
language.

How to
design,
create and
review
multipage
website?

Multipage
Website
YEAR

11

How to create a digital graphic using a range of tools and techniques within
the image editing software application?
How do the gates work
together
to process data?

Developing
Python

Purpose of, and how to use, logic operators (AND,
OR, NOT and truth tables)
What are some of the
hardware inside the
computer including cache,
heat sink and transistor?

Computing
Logic

Learn the
internal
components of
a computer
system

What is Logic?
How to Use a while loop
to repeat a section of
What is the
History
of
computing
from
the
origins
code?
difference
of the first computer, to the modern
between
ROM and
What is Python?
day supercomputers
RAM?
How to store inputs into
variables in python?

YEAR

Back to the
Future

Scratch to
Python

Hardware and
Software

9

Understand the life-cycle of a
How the
Who Alan WWW was
programming project using
Understand a range of ways
Turing was? born?
Scratch (design, development,
to use technology safely,
How to use variables to create
testing, evaluation).
respectfully, responsibly and
What are the
prizes and a scoring system? How to use an algorithms
How to protect yourself from
securely
common types of
and design a Pac-Man
malware & hacking.
computer crime?
game?

Understand
the basics of
HTML and
CSS, and how
to create a
webpage.

Scratch
Pacman
Project

HTML and
Website
Development
Principles of computer
architecture and use of
binary

What is a graph or charts and
why do we use them?

How to use a basic formula

Computer
Crime and
Cyber
Security
Understand how data is
represented in
How sound can be
computers.
sampled and
stored in digital
form?

What is a computer
and how they can come
in various forms?
.

Understanding
Computing
Systems

What is a
spreadsheet?

Principles of
creating and
formatting basic
spreadsheets

Impacts
of Digital
Technology

Digital
Graphics

PreProduction
Skills

Recap over HTML and CSS, and
Build on prior knowledge
introduces Javascript and learn the
of Python by use advance
basic principles and architecture of
syntax
networks
What is a
What is CSS?
function?

Basic theory, creation and use
of a single-table database and a
simple relational database

Interactive
Multimedia
Products

What is the purpose
and use of a
visualisation?

What is a database is and
why it is useful in many
different applications?

Databases

How does the
digital
technology on
impact on wider
society
including.

Use SQL (Structured Query Language)
statements to search for data?

OCR
iMedia

Use functions including
Max, Min and If

How to
design,
create and
review an
interactive
multimedia
products?

Cyber
security

Introduction
to
Spreadsheet

How to convert binary
numbers to integers?

Scratch
How to program levels in our
Scratch game?

How to create a
sprite?

How to use a variable to record
the score in a game?

YEAR

Data
Representation

Plan and develop
your own game
using Scratch

How to protect your
identity online

Computer Science Learning Journey

8

What is bit, nibble,
byte, KB, MG, GB,
TB, PB?

Using
Computers
Safely
Effectively
and
Responsibly

YEAR

7

Baseline Assessment:
What do you already know
about Computer Science
What are the possible
dangers of social
networking sites

